Water Rights Program
Foss Building
523 E Capitol
Pierre SD 57501
Attn. Chief Engineer

Dear sir:

I am writing to oppose Application numbers 8091-3 and 8092-3 to appropriate water by Roy Grismer and Application number 8096-3 by Jeffery Aman. Our wells are about the same depth as the proposed wells. We are dependent on our wells for watering our livestock. Web water lines are too far away for us to utilize them. I feel that if this amount of water is pumped out of the ground we won’t be able to water our livestock.

Thankyou

Rudolph O Aman
Dear Sir:

I am writing to oppose Application number 8091-3, 8092-3 to appropriate water by Roy Grimes and Application number 8098-3 by Jeffrey Asman. Our wells are about the same depth as the proposed wells.

I am dependent on my wells for livestock & household needs. I have no other water source available that is feasible. If the amount of water is taken out I feel I won't be able to have enough water for my livestock & household needs.

Thank you

Cletus Imbeir

I have sent a letter to Roy Grimes & Jeffrey Asman as per request in the Northwest Blade article.